
               
   

Laticia Cifuentes Grade 1L.          Piggy Bank -fabric and plastic              Laticia plants a seed  

Teacher Reply: Laticia isn’t it amazing how your water bottle resembles a pig yet it’s not pink? Your details on the snout and 
proportions really help the viewer understand this is a pig/piggy bank. I like how you solved for the fact that you didn’t have 
the color pink and you repurposed an old red white and blue tie-dyed tee-shirt of yours as fabric for the skin. I also loved the 
video you submitted of you work it was very enchanting. I see that you are also beginning to upcycle kitchen food 
scraps/seeds as well like we talked about in class. How did you like that story Peep plants a seed?  You know the trick now you 
must have patience and “wait, wait, wait “for your seed to germinate and grow. 



 

Wall Hanging-Wood and ribbon:          Checkers: -Index cards and plastic                           Christmas Decoration- Bottle caps and ribbon 

Madlyn Zavala K6        

Student: “Hello Ms. Chester, this is Madelyn Zavala from Ms. Lopez’s class. I sent you another picture of my first project and 

this is my extra credit project. I made a little decoration to hang up on the wall. I also put this Checkers game together. I didn’t 

have any white paper, but I had index cards, so I glued them together and used a sharpie to make the other  blacksquares. “  

Teacher reply: Thank you for the additional view of project #1. I am getting the full sense and scale of your ornaments and their 

storage container. EXTRA CREDIT project: I am glad you took my advice to use your time to earn some extra credit to kick off 

Quarter 4 in art. I see you repurposed the same ribbon you used on your ornaments but in an entirely different way and that you 

incorporated another resource (the wood) into your wall hanging. Nice work! Project #2Challenge: I love the competitive game 

of Checkers that you created. Did you a ruler to measure your squares or draw them by eye? I am glad you found a way to 

problem solve the fact that you didn’t have large white paper and substituted index cards instead and used black sharpie marker. 

What a clever idea to use different colored bottle caps as your player pieces. You have a real talent for art  so keep exploring 

new ideas! 



                      

Ariana Perdido Grade 1 L!  

 Teacher Reply, “Ariana you recalled our main character perfectly. You are very observant. You must have really been listening 
intently to the story and looking at all the artist illustrations. I love you block lettering in all capitols and a color pattern that 
tells me you remember the title of the book. If you like this character, there is another Max the Monster book called I can save 
the ocean “that you can read. I am so glad you enjoyed this story. When it comes to taking care of the Earth do you think you 
are more like Max in the beginning or the end of the story? Why?  

 

 



  
     Jasmin Euceda 5A/V 

Teacher reply” An origami butterfly is a  beautiful spring idea. Your background is perfect. Is that gift wrap paper? Here are a few ideas to take 

your project to the next level!  Make a few more butterfly’s in a variety of different ways.  For example: If you use a colorful piece of magazine 

paper instead of a solid color, you may love the results as the colors will blend when you fold up your butterfly and that could look interesting with 

you rose background too. 2. What if you made the butterfly out of the rose paper and put it on a solid color background for the opposite contrasting 

effect? 3. You could even use the rose paper as both the butterfly and background resulting in be camouflaged effect. Try some of those ideas out!  

    

Sissy Santos Grade 3P Teacher Reply “Sissy, thank you for sharing your work with me. Great job getting photographed and on Dojo. Will you be 

adding more detail to the negative spaces on your DISNEY work? There is plenty more room there for more detail (words or other images) to further 

describe your trip to the viewer. I see you chose to do some extra credit. “What inspired you to do your flower wall hanging? I love the vibrant spring 

Environment with  bright and fluorescent  color .Did you use a highlighter to add the element of color? 



 

Melody Villalta Grade 2W.         Cardboard Flower sculpture Student said “Ms. Chester, I had so much fun making this project and t was easy to make. I 
worked with my Mom. I had to add a couple of layers of paint to the cardboard to get a bright color. I used:  

1. Paper towel cardboard  
2. Toilet paper cardboard  
3. Glue  
4. Paint  
5. Paint brushes  
6. scissors  
7. Cotton  
8. Teacher reply: “Melody look what you did with just a little imagination and some available cardboard. What a beautiful idea to make a vase of spring 

flowers! I'm sure you had a wonderful time cutting and gluing with Mom. Your flowers are so delicate and happy looking, and you smile in your picture 
made me smile! Here is another challenge for you, now that you have this 3D object try creating a create a drawing of your Upcycle sculpture and add 
details that you couldn't add to your sculpture. I bet your drawing will be as successful as your sculpture. When your done don't forget to send me 

pictures! Ms. Chester 😃 
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